Spatial variations in sea surface temperature (SST) and rainfall changes over the tropics are investigated based on ensemble simulations for the first half of the 21st century under the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenario A1B with coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Despite a GHG increase that is nearly uniform in space, pronounced patterns emerge in both SST and precipitation. Regional differences in SST warming can be as large as the tropical mean warming. Specifically, the tropical Pacific warming features a conspicuous maximum along the equator and a minimum in the southeast subtropics. The former is associated with westerly wind anomalies while the latter is linked to intensified southeast trade winds, suggestive of wind-evaporation-SST feedback. There is a tendency for a greater warming in the northern than southern subtropics in accordance with asymmetries in trade wind changes. Over the equatorial Indian Ocean, surface wind anomalies are easterly, the thermocline shoals and the warming is reduced in the east, indicative of 
Introduction
Atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) has been steadily increasing since the Industrial Revolution and will continue to increase for the foreseeable future. The increasing concentrations of CO 2 and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are considered as the major cause of global-mean surface air temperature (SAT) rise observed during the 20th century and are projected to accelerate the rate of global warming (Meehl et al. 2007 ). Various climate feedbacks such as the one involving water vapor are important for the warming magnitude and its uncertainties Bony et al. 2006) . Much attention has been directed to study these climate feedbacks and relevant physical processes (e.g., cloud microphysics). Global warming, however, involves much more than just a warming of globalmean SAT. There are well-known patterns of SAT warming in response to GHG increases, at least in models, for example: surface warming is much stronger over land because of less efficient evaporative cooling and smaller heat capacity than over ocean (Sutton et al. 2007 ); it displays a tendency of polar amplification especially in the Northern Hemisphere because of ice/snow albedo feedback (Manabe et al. 1990 ) and increased polarward energy transport by atmospheric eddies (Cai 2005) ; the warming is weak over the deep (bottom) water formation region over the subpolar North Atlantic (Southern Ocean) because of the deep winter mixed layer and circulation changes (Manabe et al. 1990 ). The increased poleward gradients of sea surface temperature (SST) affect storm tracks in the North Atlantic and Southern Hemisphere (Yin 2005; Inatsu and Kimoto 2005) .
Tropical patterns of global warming are not as well known nor as systematically studied as has the global mean. This is because spatial variations in surface warming within the tropics are considerably smaller than the warming contrast between land and sea and between the Arctic and lower latitudes, making them hard to discern on a global map of SAT change. Small changes in tropical SST nevertheless can be highly influential on climate as illustrated by observed climate variability. For example, over the tropical Atlantic and Indian Oceans, SST anomalies on the order of only 0.5˚C induce atmospheric anomalies not only locally but over remote areas (see recent reviews by Chang et al. 2006; Schott et al. 2009 ). Of larger magnitude and more expansive in space, SST anomalies over the large Pacific basin associated with El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) have long-lasting climatic effects over the entire globe (e.g., Alexander et al. 2002) .
In model projections, precipitation change is often characterized as a so-called wet-getwetter pattern, increasing in the core of major tropical rain bands and decreasing on their edges and in dry subtropical regions. This wet-get-wetter pattern is generally explained in terms of increased moisture gradients in both the horizontal and vertical and resultant dry advection away from the core rain bands (Chou and Neelin 2004; Held and Soden 2006; Chou et al. 2009 ).
Tropical Pacific SST warming displays patterns such as what Liu et al. (2005) call the equatorial enhanced response (EER; Knutson and Manabe 1995; Meehl et al. 2000) . A question arises. While tropical anomalies of precipitation and SST are commonly known to interact strongly as in ENSO, it is unclear whether and how GHG-induced tropical precipitation change is related to SST patterns.
The present study is a general survey of tropical patterns and their formation under global warming. We wish to address the following fundamental questions. While CO 2 concentration in the atmosphere is nearly uniform in the horizontal, do patterns emerge in response to GHG increase? What do these patterns look like, and why do they form? Do they look like modes of natural variability? What are the atmospheric effects of these SST patterns? With instrumental records still too short and too sparse to detect reliably spatial patterns of global warming amid natural variability, we have to reply on model simulations at this point. Recognizing that model errors are inevitable, we believe that identifying pattern formation mechanisms and studying their physics are the way to make solid progress. Such a physical understanding is likely to hold and be useful in interpreting patterns that eventually emerge in the future from sustained observations, even though the relative importance of various mechanisms might turn out to be different.
The formation of current climate may be relevant to the problem of global warming pattern formation. Despite an annual-mean solar radiation distribution that is zonally uniform and symmetric about the equator, strong zonal and meridional asymmetries emerge, as illustrated by the equatorial cold tongue and northward displaced intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) in the Pacific and Atlantic. The Bjerknes (1969) and wind-evaporation-SST (WES; Xie and Philander 1994) feedbacks are important for the development of zonal and meridional asymmetry over equatorial oceans, respectively. A natural question is whether similar oceanatmosphere interactions are important for global warming pattern formation.
The present study identifies major patterns of changes in SST, precipitation, surface wind and ocean circulation in global warming simulations, and investigates their formation mechanisms. Our investigation is based on ensemble simulations for the next half century carried out at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Substantial spatial variations in SST change emerge, typically about 25% of the tropical mean in standard deviation of spatial variations. Ocean-atmosphere interactions are indeed important for SST pattern formation but may operate in ways different than we are familiar with in current climate. We show that SST patterns exert strong controls on spatial variations in precipitation changes. Along with the recent studies of tropical cyclone response to climate changes (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007a; Knutson et al. 2008; Swanson 2008; Vecchi et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2009 , our study puts the spotlight on spatial patterns of tropical SST warming and their role in tropical and global climate change. Our approach is to highlight important processes for pattern formation while leaving in-depth, quantitative analyses for future studies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model simulations.
Section 3 develops a diagnostic method for studying SST patterns. Major results based on the GFDL model simulation are presented in Sections 4 and 5, which discuss SST patterns and explore their formation mechanisms. Section 6 presents results from the NCAR model simulation and compares with the GFDL one. Section 7 investigates the relationship between SST and precipitation patterns. Section 8 discusses implications for tropical cyclone change.
Section 9 is a summary. Sections 4-8 present a number of ocean-atmospheric patterns. Readers may skip to (sub)sections of interest.
Models
We analyze global warming simulations by two major U.S. climate models: the National reduce natural variability and isolate the response to GHG increase. Changes in climate forcing between these two 50-year periods are slightly different but similar enough for our purposes. In A1B, atmospheric CO 2 concentration rises by 163 ppm from 369 ppm in 2000 to 532 ppm in 2050. CM2.1 features a higher climate sensitivity than CCSM3, with a slightly stronger warming over 50 years. The annual-mean SST rise averaged in the tropics (30˚S-30˚N) is 1.05 in CM2.1 and 1.01˚C in CCSM3. CM2.1 features larger spatial variations in SST change than CCSM3 (0.27 vs. 0.22 o C in standard deviation). Our presentation of results will be centered on CM2.1 but comparison will be made with CCSM3.
SST pattern formation: physical background
Integrating the ocean temperature equation from the surface to the bottom of the mixed layer yields the SST equation
where T' is SST change,
is the heat capacity of the mixed layer, is the ocean heat transport effect due to three-dimensional advection and mixing (including entrainment at the base of the mixed layer). For the global mean, the SST response to an abrupt CO 2 doubling displays at least two distinct timescales: the fast response of the mixed layer warming and a slow response to warm the thermocline and deeper water masses via mixing and ventilation (Dickinson 1981; Manabe et al. 1990 ). The former takes a few years (as can be inferred from the slab ocean mixed layer model experiments), and the latter 10s-100s years or longer (Stouffer 2004 ).
The present study concerns SST pattern formation for the first half of the 21st century.
For a slow-increasing GHG scenario like A1B, SST warming at this early stage is dominated by mixed layer and upper-ocean processes that are in a quasi-equilibrium with the slow GHG 
Th is is a convenient diagnostic relationship we use in this paper to infer ocean heat transport effect without explicitly calculating all the advection and mixing terms. Often D o is dominated by advection of mean SST gradients by anomalous currents. In such cases, we can cross-validate this relationship against changes in surface current. Eq. (2) misses pattern formation mechanisms due to slow ocean processes such as the deep water ventilation but they do not seem dominant in the tropics for the first 50 years of A1B simulations.
Surface heat flux consists of four physical components: solar radiation (Q S ), longwave radiation (Q L ), turbulent fluxes of sensible (Q H ) and latent (Q E ) heat. In models, latent heat flux is calculated using a bulk formula
where L is latent heat of evaporation, ρ a surface air density, C E the transfer coefficient, W surface wind speed, RH surface relative humidity, S=T a -T is surface stability parameter, T and T s are total SST and SAT at 2m in K, q s is the saturation specific humidity following the
, α=L/(R v T 2 )~0.06 K -1 , and R v is the gas constant for water vapor.
Surface latent heat flux is a measurable physical quantity. In studying SST variations, however, it should not be treated as a single dynamical quantity but is a mixture of SST response, and atmospheric forcing. For example, with a reduction in wind speed, the ocean responds by raising SST to release the same amount of latent heat flux if everything else remains the same. This wind-evaporation-SST (WES) adjustment illustrates the duality of surface evaporation as both atmospheric forcing and ocean response. In general, we can decompose surface latent flux (3) into a Newtonian cooling
and a residual that represents atmospheric forcing
Similarly we can further decompose a E Q into wind speed, relative humidity and stability effects, which are not directly tied to SST but due to atmospheric adjustments. The wind effect, for example, may be obtained
which turns out to be quite influential in SST pattern formation.
For pattern formation in mixed layer temperature, we obtain from (1)
The above Ocean (Du and Xie 2008) , and the rate of global precipitation increase under global warming (Richter and Xie 2008) . The latter two studies show that surface relative humidity and stability both increase, acting to reduce evaporation and amplify the SST warming. Richter and Xie (2008) suggest that the increase in stability cools the surface atmosphere and forces RH to increase in analogy to sea fog formation. Takahashi (2009) shows that surface atmospheric stability increase results from reduced radiative cooling of the ABL as the atmospheric optical depth increases.
Global survey of SST response patterns a. Zonal mean structure
We begin by examining the zonal-mean SST response structure in CM (Fig. 1 ). Two features stand out: SST warming displays a sharp peak on the equator and is much stronger in the northern than southern subtropics. The former is the EER pattern of Liu et al. (2005) . (Fig. 1a ) has a sharp minimum of 100 Wm -2 at the equator at as compared to a subtropical peak of 160 W m -2 . The meridional Liu et al. (2005) show that the equatorial peak in the Pacific SST warming response is common among the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) models. They suggest that weak thermal damping due to weaker winds causes a stronger warming on the equator than in the subtropics . Knutson and Manabe (1995) point to zonal variations in mean SST as the major cause of variations in thermal damping and SST warming.
Eq. (8) generalizes that it is the mean evaporation that sets the Newtonian damping coefficient and forms an equatorial peak in SST warming. This is a good example of how the mean state helps shape spatial variations in SST warming. The mean evaporation pattern is determined by SST, wind speed, and relative humidity.
SST warming is greater by 0.5˚C in the northern than southern subtropics, a substantial meridional asymmetry on a tropical-mean SST increase of 1˚C. Table 1 shows the northernsouthern subtropical difference in various fluxes. Ocean circulation changes would somehow favor larger warming in the Southern Hemisphere. Of various components of atmospheric forcing, the wind effect on evaporation dominates, 3.4 W m -2 greater in the northern than southern subtropics, accounting for the north-south difference in Newtonian cooling. This is due to the intensification of the southeast trades by 0.3 ms -1 and a slight weakening of the northeast trades. Liu et al. (2005) note this meridional asymmetry and suggest the hemispheric difference in land-sea area as the cause. Our heat-budget result shows the wind change as the cause of the larger warming over the northern subtropics, and Section 6 will present evidence for interaction between SST and wind asymmetries. It is interesting to note that in CCSM, this inter-hemispheric asymmetry in warming magnitude is much less than in CM despite the same land-sea distribution and a general increase in surface warming over land. The following sections explore the origin of inter-hemispheric difference in wind response. Figure 2 shows the annual-mean SST warming response in CM over the global (60˚S-60˚N) ocean. The equatorial maximum is very pronounced in the Pacific but absent in both the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. On the basin scale, wind speed change appears to be an important mechanism for SST variations (Fig. 2b ). In the Southern Hemisphere subtropics, the southeast trades intensify in all three ocean basins, creating a meridional SST minimum (< 1˚C). In the Northern Hemisphere, circulation changes are such that both the northeast trades and the midlatitude westerlies weaken, maintaining a warming that is generally greater than 1˚C. The eastern tropical Pacific north of the equator is an exception where the wind speed actually increases, resulting in a local minimum in SST warming. The reduced wind speed south of Hawaii and in the tropical North Atlantic leads to locally enhanced warming. Indeed, the correlation between wind speed change and spatial deviations of SST warming (with the area mean subtracted) is -0.73 in 25˚S-20˚N, illustrating the wind speed modulation of SST warming in the tropics. In comparison, the spatial correlation between mean evaporation and SST warming is -0.11, due mostly to the Q E minimum and SST peak in the equatorial Pacific.
b. Horizontal distribution
In the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere, the SST warming displays narrow-banded structures in the meridional direction. These banded structures are highly correlated with ocean Ocean dynamical effects can also be inferred by comparing CM2.1 with a simulation using a motionless, ocean mixed layer (OML) model. Figure 3 shows the equilibrium response of the AM2.1-OML model to a CO 2 doubling (note the different color scale compared to Fig. 2 ).
The ocean mixed layer depth is 50 m everywhere, and is forced by heat flux from the atmospheric model plus a prescribed monthly climatology of Q flux. The Q flux mimics the mean ocean heat transport effect and ensures that the model's SST climatology is close to observations. Major differences between CM and AM-OML are found in the subpolar North Atlantic and Southern Ocean where the deep winter OML and ocean circulation adjustments keep SST warming subdued there in CM and large warming emerges without ocean dynamics in the OML simulation (Manabe et al. 1990 ).
The equatorial maximum in SST warming appears in both the Pacific 1 and Atlantic with reduced warming in the subtropics, a meridional structure due to the variations in Newtonian Atlantic. In the South Pacific, the intensified southeast trades deepen the subtropical SST minimum. Over the subtropical North Pacific, on the other hand, the SST warming features a local maximum associated with a reduction in wind speed, consistent with the CM result that the SST asymmetry between the northern and southern subtropics is due to the asymmetry in wind speed change. Narrow-banded SST structures in the meridional direction disappear in the OML simulation, confirming our earlier result that they are due to ocean circulation changes.
Regional patterns
Among many regional patterns in CM, we choose for more in-depth discussion those that appear robust among models, judging from the multi-model ensemble mean maps (e.g., Fig.   10 .9 of Meehl et al. 2007 ; Fig. 1 of Lu et al. 2008) . These patterns are found in the equatorial Pacific, equatorial Indian Ocean, the subtropical South Pacific, the mid-latitude North Atlantic and Pacific.
a. Equatorial Pacific
Equatorial Pacific warming is flat in the east-west direction, with a broad maximum in the central basin (Fig. 4a) . The zonal structure of the equatorial warming is affected by a myriad of processes. The mean upwelling/entrainment brings up pristine thermocline water, reducing surface warming in the eastern equatorial Pacific (upwelling damping; Clement et al. 1996; Cane et al. 2001 ). On the other hand, the Walker circulation slows down under global warming (Vecchi et al. 2006) , with westerly wind anomalies in the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 4a) . The westerly anomalies deepen the thermocline in the east, acting to warm the eastern ocean (thermocline feedback; Vecchi and Soden 2007b) . Thus, the upwelling damping and thermocline feedback effects are both expected to be large in the east but opposite in sign.
Their net effect as measured by D o is nearly zero in the east equatorial Pacific (Fig. 4b) . The upwelling damping effect may weaken into the future as the ventilation brings mid-latitude SST warming to the equatorial thermocline (Liu et al. 1998 ).
Along the equator, the ocean-dynamical warming is large in the west at ~5 W m -2 . The westerly wind anomalies drive eastward anomalous currents near the equator, and the resultant warm advection explains much of the zonal variations in D o ( Fig. 4c ; Dinezio et al. 2009 ). The ocean-dynamical warming (due to the eastward advection) alone, however, does not explain the zonal structure of SST warming. The evaporative damping coefficient E Q --large in the west and small in the east--transforms an eastward-decreasing D o into a nearly zonal-uniform warming pattern in SST, as expected from Eq. (8). This evaporative damping effect is most clearly illustrated in the AM-OML simulation (Fig. 3) . Without ocean dynamical effect, the equatorial warming strengthens toward the east, roughly following the 1/ E Q function. (Fig. 2) .
The GHG-induced warming and El Nino also differ in mechanism. While thermocline feedback is key for El Nino, removing interactive ocean dynamics in the OML 2xCO 2 simulation renders the equatorial SST warming more "El Nino like" than in CM, resulting in an eastward intensification due to the eastward decrease in evaporative damping. Four mechanisms-upwelling damping, thermocline feedback, zonal advection, and evaporative damping-are involved in zonal SST pattern formation under global warming along the equator.
Not surprisingly, models display a great diversity in east-west gradient of SST warming along the equator (Liu et al. 2005) as the relative importance of these mechanisms varies among models.
b. Tropical Indian Ocean
In the equatorial Indian Ocean, SST warming is nearly zonally uniform at 1.25˚C except for July-November when it is significantly reduced in the east by 0.5˚C (Fig. 5) . Figure 6 shows the horizontal distributions during August-October of SST, precipitation, surface wind, and sea surface height (SSH) over the tropical Indian Ocean. The SST warming is reduced at only 0.5˚C off the Indonesian coast while it is amplified to 1.5˚C in the northwest equatorial basin.
The sharp SST gradients force precipitation to decrease (increase) in the southeast ( Over the equatorial Indian Ocean, SSH anomalies are consistent with ocean wave response to easterly wind change, with an upwelling Kelvin wave wedge in the east and downwelling Rossby waves with an off-equatorial peak on either side of the equator (Fig. 6b) .
The thermocline deepens in the tropical Southwest Indian Ocean, where the mean thermocline is shallow and allows thermocline changes to affect SST readily (Xie et al. 2002; Schott et al. 2009 ). Indeed, the deepened thermocline acts to warm SST with D o >5 W/m 2 (Fig. 2a) . Despite this ocean-dynamical warming, the South Indian Ocean is much cooler relative to the tropical mean warming than in the AM-OML simulation (compare Figs. 2 and 3 ). This may seem paradoxical but a close comparison indicates that the SST difference between these runs is consistent with their difference in surface wind speed. In the AM-OML run, the large warming in the tropical South Indian Ocean is associated with weakened southeast trades while in CM, the southeast trades intensify.
The reduced warming in CM in the subtropical South Indian Ocean may originate from the Southern Ocean, where large differences are found between AM-OML and CM. In the Southern Ocean, the SST warming is substantially weaker in CM because of upwelling and bottom water formation in the mean (Manabe et al. 1990 ). These results lead us to suggest that WES feedback helps propagate the Southern Ocean cooling equatorward in CM. The equatorwestward propagation due to WES feedback, sometimes called fingerprinting mechanism, is important for extratropical-to-tropical teleconnection in interannual variability (Vimont et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2007 ). Kang et al. (2008) recently suggest an alternative, energetics argument for such a teleconnection. The Southern Ocean cooling due to ocean dynamical effects may explain weaker SST warming in the southern than northern subtropics via these teleconnection mechanisms from the extratropics to tropics.
c. North Atlantic
The SST warming over the North Atlantic features distinct banded structures that slant in a northeast-southwest direction (Fig. 7) . These bands are typically The narrow SST bands leave clear signatures in the surface atmosphere. Figure 7b is an example, superimposing changes in surface relative humidity and SST. The width of SST bands is much smaller than the scales of atmospheric adjustments (say, the radius of deformation). As a result, over a cool SST band, surface atmospheric stability increases, and this surface cooling of the atmosphere acts to increase surface relative humidity much as in seafog formation. Over a warm SST band, the opposite happens, with a small increase or even a decrease in RH. Such a RH response dampens the banded structure of SST. The RH difference between warm and cool bands is about 1%, equivalent to a 5% change in surface evaporation or 5 Wm -2 . In comparison, the SST difference between neighboring SST bands is about 0.5˚C, resulting in a latent heat flux difference of 3 W m -2 . This RH response to SST bands is consistent with the hypothesis of Richter and Xie (2008) that in global warming, the radiativeinduced increase of surface stability causes RH to increase. RH changes over the North Atlantic may be decomposed into basin and narrow (5˚) scales. On the basin scale, the RH increase is forced by GHG increase and a positive feedback for SST warming. On the narrow (5˚) scale, a RH increase is forced by a relative cooling in SST and acts as a negative feedback for the narrow cool SST band. On both scales, the RH increase is due to sea surface cooling of the atmosphere.
Similar narrow-banded structures are found in SST warming over the mid-latitude North Pacific (Fig. 2a) , collocated with bands of D o change due to changes in mode water ventilation (F. Kobashi, personal communication) and with RH change associated with atmospheric stability effects.
6. CCSM3 
a. Southeast Pacific cool patch
The cool patch in the subtropical Southeast Pacific with a northwest extension is a robust pattern in CM (Fig. 2a) and CCSM (Fig. 8) , as well as in the multi-model ensemble-mean ( Fig.   10 .9 of Meehl et al. 2007) . The cool patch is collocated with the intensified southeast trades, suggestive of a WES feedback between them. Indeed, ocean heat transport is small in the main part of the cool patch, and the Southeast Pacific cool patch is simulated in OML simulations with both AM2.1 (Fig. 3) and CAM3 (not shown).
To Over the Southeast Pacific, the change in radiative forcing strengthens the southeast trades in the band 20-30˚S (Fig. 9b) whereas the SST-induced intensification of the southeast trades is nearly collocated with the cool patch (Fig. 9a) . This supports a possible fingerprinting mechanism in which the direct δRAD effect triggers the initial SST cooling by strengthening the southeast trades and then WES feedback kicks in to propagate the coupled perturbation equator-westward (Vimont et al. 2003 (Vimont et al. , 2009 Wu et al. 2007 ). The wind response to δRAD and δSST requires further study but may be related to the expansion of the Hadley circulation (Williams and Bryan 2006; Lu et al. 2007 ) and changes in transient eddy properties Chen et al. 2008 ).
Effects of SST patterns on precipitation
We now examine SST effects on precipitation change. Figures 10 a and c show the SST and precipitation changes in CM and CCSM. In general, increased (decreased) precipitation corresponds with local maxima (minima) of SST warming. Over the tropical Pacific, for example, the equatorial maximum in SST warming apparently anchors a band of strong precipitation increase in both CM (Fig. 10a) and CCSM (Fig. 10c) . 
The SST proportionality a is close to the theoretical value (α=0.06 K -1 ) from the ClausiusClapeyron equation. At T=0, q a does not vanish in (9), an effect due to advection and diffusion of moisture increase from surroundings regions.
Spatial variations in SST warming have been overlooked in the literature on future precipitation projections. Discussion in the literature tends to focus on the increase in humidity gradients associated with a uniform SST warming due to Clausius-Clapeyron effects.
Atmospheric model simulations of the response to uniform SST warming are routinely conducted in climate feedback studies (Cess et al. 1990 ). In the Cess runs, a uniform SST increase results in precipitation change with spatial variations. Rainfall increases along major climatological rain bands (Fig. 10b,d ), including the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ) and the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) of all three ocean basins, except for the Indian Ocean ITCZ in CAM3. This wet-get-wetter pattern, while consistent with theoretical studies based on an implicit assumption of uniform SST warming (Chou and Neelin 2004; Held and Soden 2006; Chou et al. 2009 ), is very different from the coupled runs in spatial distribution. Over the tropical Pacific, for example, precipitation change is greatest on the equator in coupled runs (Figs. 1a,c) while it is large off the equator in atmospheric Cess runs (Figs. 1b,d ). Large differences between the coupled and Cess runs reaffirm the conclusion that SST variations dominate the pattern formation in rainfall change under global warming. Th is happens because spatial variability in surface specific humidity change is much larger in coupled than Cess runs, determined by spatial variations in SST warming ( Fig. 11 ; Appendix).
Implications for tropical cyclone change
Tropical cyclone (TC) change in global warming is of great socio-economic concern and scientific interest. Recently a body of work has emerged (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007a; Knutson et al. 2008; Swanson 2008; Vecchi et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2009 ) suggesting that the SST change relative to the tropical mean, instead of its absolute local change, acts as a strong predictor of the local response of TC activity to low-frequency global-scale climate changes.
Th is argument is partly based on an atmospheric instability argument similar to the one presented in Appendix: upper tropospheric warming is determined by tropical-mean SST so change in moist instability is largely a function of SST deviations from the tropical mean.
High-resolution downscaling simulations over the North Atlantic support this relative-SST change hypothesis for TC frequency of occurrence (Knutson et al. 2008) . In these simulations, the SST threshold for TC genesis increases with tropical warming (see also Yoshimura et al. 2006 ).
Equipped with a detailed knowledge of tropical SST patterns, we discuss their influence on TC based on a TC potential intensity (PI) index of Emanuel (1986) . PI is proportional to the temperature between the surface inflow into and upper tropospheric outflow of a TC. Emanuel (2007) shows that PI, instead of change in absolute SST, is a better index for thermodynamical effect on TCs. In CM, PI changes are highly correlated in space with relative SST changes (T*; Vecchi, personal communication). Detailed analysis of this experiment is underway and will be presented elsewhere but these preliminary results illustrate the importance of this equatorialenhanced SST pattern for TC activity. A similar reduction in TC frequency is reported in timeslice simulations with a high-resolution, global atmospheric GCM (Oouchi et al. 2006 ) in response to SST warming with an equatorial peak in the Pacific and Atlantic.
Summary
We have examined pattern formation in SST and precipitation responses to climate change based on ensemble simulations by GFDL and NCAR coupled ocean-atmosphere models under the A1B scenario. While GHG concentrations themselves are nearly uniform in space, substantial variations in SST warming emerge, both in the extratropics and tropics. We have developed a physically-based methodology that allows us to diagnose the causes of the SST patterns and their impact on rainfall. This study is a general survey intended to highlight the issues and stimulate further research. Most of the aforementioned patterns are common to CM, CCSM, and many other models.
The equatorial Pacific maximum and subtropical Southeast Pacific minimum are clearly visible in multi-model ensemble mean SST (Fig. 10.9 of Meehl et al. 2007; Vecchi and Soden 2007a; Lu et al. 2008) , and so is the IOD like pattern over the equatorial Indian Ocean (Vecchi and Soden 2007b; Du and Xie 2008) . Despite presence of many common large-scale features in the patterns of SST change in model projections of the 21st Century, the details of the patterns can differ considerably from model to model, and the SST change patterns that will eventually emerge in the next few decades may still differ from the ensemble-mean model projection because of model and forcing errors as well as the superposition of natural variability on the radiatively-forced signal. The mechanisms discussed in this paper, however, are likely to provide a useful guide to the interpretation and analysis of the patterns that do emerge.
The SST patterns highlighted above strongly affect precipitation, creating, among other features, an equatorial maximum in rainfall change over the Pacific. The correlation between precipitation change and spatial deviations of SST warming from the tropical mean is due to the fact that upper tropospheric warming is nearly uniform in the tropics. As a result, the gross moist instability is dominated by spatial variations in SST change. We show that horizontal distributions of precipitation change in coupled simulations are different from the so-called wet-get-wetter pattern that dominates simulations with spatially uniform SST warming. In the latter Cess runs with a homogeneous increase in SST, spatial variations in gross moist instability change are due to those in mean precipitation, and precipitation increase largely avoids the equatorial Pacific because of weak rainfall in the mean. In coupled runs, by contrast, the enhanced SST warming in the equatorial Pacific anchors a band of large precipitation increase. We conclude that SST variations are the dominant mechanism for precipitation change.
For the same reason, the relative SST change is important for tropical cyclone response to global warming (Vecchi and Soden 2007a; Knutson et al. 2008; Swanson 2008; Vecchi et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2009 ). In particular, we suggest that the equatorial enhancement of warming (e.g., Liu et al. 2005 ) and the tendency for the Northern Hemisphere subtropics to warm more than the south in response to greenhouse forcing are likely to be important for the resulting TC changes. In an extreme case, a global TC suppression is possible if the equatorial peak in SST warming is sufficiently strong so that the off-equatorial warming cannot keep up the pace and TC potential intensity decreases in TC genesis regions in the subtropics.
In this general survey, we have not been able to test in detail our proposed hypotheses for the various SST and precipitation response patterns. For example, connections are suggested in SST warming between the extratropics and subtropics via mode-water ventilation in the Northern Hemisphere and WES feedback in the Southern Hemisphere. There is a possibility that the reduced warming in the Southern Ocean is a cause of inter-hemispheric asymmetry in subtropical SST warming. We intend to investigate these and other hypotheses in future studies.
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APPENDIX

Moist instability analysis
We define a gross moist instability (I M ) as the difference in moist static energy (h) between the sea surface and upper troposphere (Neelin and Held 1987) 
where T a is air temperature. Figure A1a shows that in the equatorial belt, upper tropospheric temperature change (T T ) varies by less than 0.3˚C, with its gradients flatted by fast equatorial wave adjustments (Sobel et al. 2001; Bretherton and Sobel 2002) . As a result, moist stability change is dominated by SST variations ( 
where the coefficient p a c q aL /~2.6 for < a q >=17 g/kg. (We have neglected a small moisture effect on h in the upper troposphere.) Since spatial variations in T T are much smaller than thse in SST, the gross moist instability change is dominated by SST variations, consistent with the apparent correlation in space between SST and precipitation.
In Cess runs (T*=0), percentage change in surface specific humidity is nearly uniform in space (Fig. 11) . Eq. (A1) becomes
As a result, precipitation change follows the pattern of mean specific humidity at the surface ( * a q ), which in turns follows largely mean precipitation. 
